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KAANI was founded by a group of friends who saw a chance to make

a difference. As frequent travelers and passionate scuba divers we

were always looking for sun care products that worked for us. We

saw first hand the damage that UV rays could have on our skin but

also saw that many of the products on the market forced us to

compromise in some way, whether that be in terms of

environmentally friendliness, ease of use or safety for our skin. 

Long story short, we couldn't find any so we made our own.  

KAANI is about being the best with no compromises

A B O U T  U S



The KAANI Philosophy

We're committed to

making the world a

better place. Our goal is

create products that

make it easy for people to

make good choices both

for themselves and for

the environment.

  

We only use ingredients

that either directly

benefit your health or

support the integrity of

the formula. We don't

discriminate between

synthetic or natural

ingredients, instead

preferring to choose

ingredients based on

their safety and function. 

K E E P  I T
K A A N I

We want to make

products that everyone

can use regardless of skin

type so we never include

things like parabens,

fragrances, drying

alcohols and silicone.

Whenever you use a

KAANI product, you can

be sure it's great for you

and safe for the

environment.



K A A N I  A C T I V E

KAANI ACTIVE

100% PHYSICAL REEF SAFE SUNSCREEN SPF 50 PA+++

KAANI ACTIVE is perfect for when you're out and about! KAANI is a physical sunscreen

made with non-nano Zinc Oxide and Titanium Dioxide meaning that it isn't toxic to

coral . 

KAANI is a mineral sunscreen and is formulated without oxybenzone, octinoxate, and

other chemicals that may harm the environment or you.  It's also great for people with

sensitive skin.

Non nano, silicone free, alcohol free, paraben free, cruelty free, vegan friendly. 



K A A N I  E V E R Y D A Y  

KAANI Everyday Urban Sunscreen

100% PHYSICAL Urban Sunscreen with 3x Urban Protection

KAANI Everyday is an essential part of daily routine providing 3x Urban Protection and is

a 100% mineral sunscreen with no added chemical UV filters. 

 

Blue Light Protection

Anti PM2.5 and Domestic and Atmospheric Pollution

Hydrating and Anti oxidants

 

KAANI Everyday is vegan friendly, cruelty free, reef safe and is perfect for those with

sensitive skin.

 

Non nano, alcohol free, mineral oil free, fragrance free, silicone free, essential oil free,

paraben free, untinted


